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Abstract: In the 21st century, which has been characterized by complexity, instability, and continuous
change, the well-being of individuals is threatened. The health and well-being of individuals are
recognized as one of the 17 sustainable development goals of the United Nations. From a primary
prevention perspective, physical and psychological health can be augmented through the early
identification and promotion of key psychological resources that sustain well-being across one’s
lifetime. With that goal in mind, the present study explored potential relationships between
academic relational civility and both hedonic (positive affect, negative affect, and life satisfaction)
and eudaimonic well-being (meaning in life and flourishing), controlling for the effect of personality
traits among university students. The Big Five Questionnaire (BFQ), the Academic Relational Civility
Scale (ARCS), the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS), the Satisfaction With Life Scale
(SWLS), the Meaning in Life Measure (MLM), and the Flourishing Scale (FS), were administered
to 241 Italian university students. Regression analyses identified that academic relational civility
contributed significantly to hedonic and eudaimonic well-being beyond the contribution of stable
personality factors. Academic relational civility may represent one psychological resource for
supporting and sustaining hedonic and eudaimonic well-being, suggesting the need for further
research and intervention.
Keywords: academic relational civility; hedonic well-being; eudaimonic well-being; personality
traits; psychology of sustainability

1. Introduction
The complexity [1], instability, insecurity, turmoil and continuous change [2–8] that characterize
life in contemporary society pose significant risks to the well-being of individuals [9]. With concern for
the large number of people worldwide who suffer from poor physical and mental health, the United
Nations [10] has included the attainment of good health and well-being among their 17 sustainable
development goals. In this regard, sustainability extends beyond a concern for economic and ecological
resources to a concern for enhancing the psychological and contextual resources that can maximize
well-being for all [11,12].
The World Health Organization (WHO) [13] defines health as “a state of complete physical, mental,
spiritual and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” This comprehensive
definition emphasizes a view of healthy people as, not merely free of serious problems, but as resilient
and fully flourishing [9,14,15].
Positive psychology [16,17] and primary prevention [18] embrace research and practice agendas
directed towards the promotion of health and well-being, including explicitly, the development of
resources for resilience and implicitly, the psychology of sustainability [11,12]. Positive psychology
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identifies two kinds of well-being: hedonic [19] and eudaimonic well-being [20,21]. Hedonic well-being
refers to the presence of positive affect over negative affect [19] and to the cognitive appraisal of one’s
life as satisfying [22]. Eudaimonic well-being goes beyond the possession of positive feelings and
satisfaction and refers to optimal functioning and a high level of self-realization [20], life meaning [23],
purposefulness [21], and the ability to flourish [24]. Flourishing is reflective of the UN and WHO
emphases on optimal functioning across multiple life domains and entails a maximal level of social and
psychological prosperity based on one’s perceived success in relationships, one’s level of self-esteem,
and one’s sense of purpose and optimism. More specifically, flourishing entails great interest and
engagement in daily activities that provide a deep sense of meaning and purpose and through which
one experiences feelings of competence, actively contributes to the happiness and well-being of others,
enjoys supportive, respectful, and rewarding social relationships, and feels optimistic about one’s
future [24]. Prior research has found personality traits to be associated with both hedonic [14,25–28] and
eudaimonic well-being [14,29–31]. Personality traits are considered to be generally fixed or stable [32],
however, and researchers have sought to identify factors that are modifiable and can be developed
though interventions to promote well-being [13,14,33,34].
The concern in positive psychology [16,17] for the promotion of well-being, both hedonic and
eudaimonic, is aligned with the agenda of primary prevention for the promotion of resources
and strengths to foster well-being [9,13,35], as well as the WHO [13,15] and the UN Sustainable
Development Goals [10] concern for human flourishing. Among the psychological variables connected
to well-being, the experience of positive and supportive relationships in promoting well-being at
work and across life in general has been well established Blustein [2,13,36–40]. Positive relationships
within organizations can promote well-being that extends beyond the workplace, impacting other
life contexts [2,41]. In this regard, the university is no different than other organizational settings,
with relational quality affecting both well-being and student academic success. Cotton, Dollard,
and de Jong [42] emphasized the responsibility of the university to nurture the well-being, satisfaction
and performance of students. Psychosocial work characteristics of the university context, including the
amount and quality of social interaction [43], have been associated with student academic performance
as mediated by student well-being and satisfaction [42]. Research has also found that university student
reports of psychosocial well-being are associated with their perceptions of interpersonal relationships,
including the capacity of those relationships as a source of meaning and fulfillment [44]. Furthermore,
social support provided by parents, teachers and friends is also consistently related to psychological
well-being among university students [45–47]. While the benefits of positive relationships appear
robust, academic incivility, including any words or behaviors that interfere with the climate for teaching
and learning, appears to threaten student well-being and academic progress [48]. Reports of academic
incivility on university campuses across many regions of the world have increased in recent times as
a function of enhanced competition for economic and social resources and increased diversity in terms
of ethnicity, race, gender, religion, sexual orientation, and ability status, with harmful effects for student
well-being [49]. In this context, the promotion of academic relational civility is of increasing importance.
The promotion of academic relational civility on college campuses could foster basic relational
sensitivities and skills among university students that help them to develop more positive relationships
that contribute to well-being at the university and hopefully, beyond (e.g., in the world of work and
society more broadly). University students represent future global citizens and societal leaders who
will impact the relational climate of their organizations, families, and societies and the tone and
methods of political dialogue [50]. As university students, they have the potential to join with other
students to produce social transformation, locally and globally, with the Civil Rights and Black Lives
matter movements in the United States, apartheid divestment in South Africa, the Velvet revolution
in Prague, and student uprising in Iran and Bejing representing just a few examples [51]. With the
speed and vast reach of social media today, student voice can now exert a rapid and broad impact
characterized by both civility and incivility [52,53].
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Out of concern for the impact of relational incivility on the well-being of college students and
building on evidence that workplace relational civility [54] is positively correlated with hedonic and
eudaimonic well-being [41] among workers, Di Fabio [55] developed the construct and measure of
academic relational civility to assess relational quality as a basis for flourishing in the academic setting.
Drawing upon a variety of theoretical perspectives, including positive psychology [56], relational
cultural theory [57,58], and the relational theory of working [2], Di Fabio [55] conceptualized relational
civility as encompassing respect and care for oneself and others, sensitivity to the needs of others,
interest and capacity to communicate one’s views to others and kind actions toward others. Civility
includes treating others with dignity and behaving in ways that allow people to live and work together
in peace and mutual respect. While initially conceptualized with regard to the workplace, the construct
and measure were designed to be relevant for varied settings [54]. Di Fabio [55] identified three
dimensions for academic relational civility, which are parallel to those identified in the workplace and
are supported by factor analysis: relational decency in the academic environment involves relationships
based on decency, characterized by respect for self and others (including friends, classmates, staff and
professors), calm and respectful self-assertion, and the ability to express one’s convictions without
aggression; relational culture in the academic environment includes politeness, kindness, recognition
of accomplishments, and courtesy in relational behavior; and relational readiness or the presence of
individual capacities to engage with civility in the academic environment includes sensitivity toward
others (responding to the needs of others in a timely and sensitive way), the ability to accurately
perceive and interpret the emotions of others, concern for others, awareness of others’ reactions,
demonstrating empathy, and showing compassion).
From a primary prevention perspective [9,17,59–62] interventions that enhance resources
associated with well-being should be fostered prior to the emergence of difficulties [11–13,41]. Positive
relationships, including academic relational civility [55], represent one important category of resources
that could be promoted to enhance well-being and sustainability [11,12,31,55,63]. While academic
civility appears to be a promising construct that can be measured reliably and with validity, further
research is needed to evaluate its significance. An important first step is to verify its relationship with
well-being among university students.
2. Aim and Hypotheses
The aim of the present study was to contribute to the psychology of sustainability [11,12] by
examining the relationship between academic relational civility and indices of well-being, both hedonic
and eudaimonic. Across all analyses, we first controlled for the effects of personality traits to assess
whether the construct of academic relational civility, which is viewed as modifiable, contributes to
well-being beyond the contribution of more stable personality traits.
Based upon prior research and theory, the following hypotheses were put forth.
H1: After controlling for the effects of personality traits, academic relational civility will
be significantly associated with indices of hedonic well-being, including a positive relationship
with positive affect, an inverse relationship with negative affect, and a positive relationship with
life satisfaction.
H2: After controlling for the effects of personality traits, academic relational civility will be
positively and significantly associated with indices of eudaimonic well-being, including meaning in
life, and flourishing.
3. Material and Methods
3.1. Participants
Two hundred and forty one Italian psychology students (undergraduate and Master’s degree)
at a university in the center of Italy were involved in the study. With regard to gender, 37.09% of the
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participants were men and 62.91% were women. The participants’ age ranged from 19 to 28 years
(M = 24.02, SD = 4.55). The participants were mainly White Italians from middle-class backgrounds.
3.2. Measures
Big Five Questionnaire (BFQ). The Big Five Questionnaire (BFQ) [64] was administered to
evaluate personality traits. The BFQ is composed of 132 items with a 5-point Likert scale response
format, ranging from 1 = Absolutely false to 5 = Absolutely true. The questionnaire assesses five
personality traits: extraversion (example of item: “It’s easy for me to talk to people I do not
know”); agreeableness (example of item: “I almost always know how to meet the needs of others”);
conscientiousness (example of item: “Before giving a job, I spend a lot of time reviewing it”); emotional
stability (example of item: “Usually it does not happen to me to react exaggerated even to strong
emotions”); and openness (example of item: “Every novelty fascinates me”). With regard to reliability,
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were the following: 0.81 for extraversion, 0.73 for agreeableness, 0.81 for
conscientiousness, 0.90 for emotional stability, and 0.75 for openness. Regarding convergent validity,
the five personality traits of BFQ have demonstrated robust correlations with analogous scales of
the NEO Personality Inventory Revised (NEO-PI-R) [32] and with the Stait-Trait Anxiety Inventory,
Form x (STAI) [65]. Concerning divergent validity, the BFQ factors did not show significant correlations
with the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) [66]).
Academic Relational Civility Scale. The newly developed and validated 26-item Academic
Relational Civility Scale (ARCS) [55] was used to evaluate the three dimensions of academic relational
civility: relational readiness (RR, examples of item: “I was interested in the emotional condition
of others”; “Others were interested in my emotional condition”), relational culture (RCu, examples
of item: “I was polite toward others”; “Others were polite toward me”), and relational decency
(RD, examples of item: “I communicated my disagreement with others without being aggressive”;
“Others communicated their disagreement with me without being aggressive”). Each dimension
contains items relating to one’s perception of self and one’s perceptions of others. Part A concerns the
individual’s perception of himself or herself with regard to a particular aspect of relational functioning
(example of item: “I respected the opinions of others”), while Part B concerns the individual’s
perception of others with regard to the same aspect of functioning (example of item: “Others respected
my opinions”). The RR dimension contains 5 items for Part A and 5 items for Part B. RCu contains 4
items for Part A and 4 for Part B, and RD consists of 4 items for Part A and 4 items for Part B. Scores are
computed for the Part A and Part B items for each dimension and then summed, yielding an overall
score for each part of the ARCS (Part A and Part B) and a total score. The participants in this study were
asked to describe their relationships with others (friends, classmates, staff and professors) over the past
3 months, and then to describe their perception of others’ (friends, classmates, staff and professors)
relationships or interactions with them over the same time period. The items had a response format on
a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = Not at all to 5 = A great deal. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients
for the three dimensions for Part A were 0.81 for relational readiness (Factor 1A); 0.78 for relational
culture (Factor 2A); and 0.76 for relational decency (Factor 3A). The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for
the three dimensions for Part B were: 0.87 for relational readiness (Factor 1B); 0.89 for relational culture
(Factor 2B); and 0.83 for relational decency (Factor 3B). The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for the total
score were 0.85 for Part A and 0.90 for Part B. Concerning construct validity, the ARCS demonstrated
positive and statistically significant correlations with the Prosocial Organizational Behaviors Scale
(POBS) [67]; and the Positive Relational Management Scale [68].
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS). The Italian version [28] of the Positive and
Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) [19] was administered to evaluate positive affect (PA) and negative
affect (NA) as indices of hedonic well-being. The PANAS includes 20 adjectives with 10 referring
to positive affect (PA; e.g., concentrating and inspired) and 10 to negative affect (NA; e.g., scared
and nervous). Participants are asked to point out how they generally feel based on a 5-point Likert
scale ranging from 1 = Very slightly or not at all to 5 = Extremely. Regarding reliability the Cronbach’s
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alpha coefficients were 0.72 for positive affect and 0.83 for negative affect. With regard to construct
validity, relationships with measures of personality have been previously documented [32], including
positive associations between PA and extraversion and between NA and neuroticism. Furthermore PA
correlated inversely with the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) [69], with NA
correlating positively with the CES-D.
Satisfaction With Life Scale (SWLS). The Italian version of the Satisfaction With Life Scale
(SWLS) [22] by Di Fabio and Gori [70] was administered to measure life satisfaction as a component of
hedonic well-being. The scale is composed of five items (e.g., “In most ways my life is close to my ideal”,
“So far I have gotten the important things I want in life”), with a response format on a 7-point Likert
scale, ranging from 1 = Strongly disagree to 7 = Strongly agree. Regarding reliability, the Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient was 0.85. With regard to construct validity, Di Fabio and Gori [70] documented positive
correlations between the Italian version of the SWLS and the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale [71].
Meaning in Life Measure. The Italian version [72] of the Meaningful Life Measure (MLM) [23]
was administered to measure meaning in life as a component of eudaimonic well-being.
The questionnaire includes 23 items, which are rated on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from
1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. The MLM distinguishes five dimensions: exciting life
(e.g., “My life interests and excites me”), accomplished life (e.g., “I have been very successful in
achieving certain things”), principled life (e.g., “I have a system or framework that allows me to truly
understand my being alive”), purposeful life (e.g., “In my life I have very clear goals and aims”),
and valued life (e.g., “My life is worthwhile”). The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were 0.85 for exciting
life; 0.87 for accomplished life; 0.86 for principled life, 0.85 for purposeful life; and 0.84 for valued
life. The alpha value for the total score was 0.85. With regard to the concurrent validity of the Italian
version of the MLM, positive relationships were found with life satisfaction and positive affect and
an inverse relationship was found with negative affect [72].
Flourishing Scale (FS). The Italian version of the Flourishing Scale (FS) [24] in the [73] was
administered to detect flourishing as a component of eudaimonic well-being. The FS is composed of
eight items with the response format being a 6-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = Strongly disagree
to 7 = Strongly agree. Examples of items include “I am engaged and interested in my daily activities”,
“I actively contribute to the happiness and well-being of others”, and “I am a good person and live
a good life”. The FS presented a unidimensional structure and the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was 0.88.
Positive and statistically significant correlations of the Italian version of the FS with the Meaningful
Life Measure [23], the Authenticity Scale (AS) [74], the Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS) [22] and the
Positive Affect (PA) scale of the Positive Affect and Negative Affect Scales PANAS [19] have offered
evidence for validity of the FS.
3.3. Procedure
The questionnaires were administered to university students in a group setting by trained
psychologists in agreement with the requirements of privacy and informed consent of Italian law
(Law Decree DL-196/2003) and the ethical standards for research of the Declaration of Helsinki revised
in Fortaleza (World Medical Association [WMA]). Students participated in the study in a voluntary
manner, and they received no compensation. The order of administration was counterbalanced,
changing the sequence of administration of the questionnaires to control for the effects of presentation
order. After having distributed the questionnaires, the administrators explained to the participants
that there were no right or wrong answers and invited them to respond as accurately as possible to the
items of the questionnaire. The students were recruited as volunteers for the study during psychology
classes that are offered for students across all level of undergraduate study, and no compensation was
offered for their participation.
4. Results
Descriptive statistics and correlations are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics and correlations (N = 241).

1. BFQ E
2. BFQ A
3. BFQ C
4. BFQ ES
5. BFQ O
6. ARCS Part A
7. ARCS Part B
8. PA
9. NA
10. SWLS
11. MLM
12. FS

1

2

–
0.18 **
0.14 *
0.18 **
0.26 **
0.21 **
0.33 **
0.61 **
−0.14 *
0.38 **
0.49 **
0.46 **

–
0.13 *
0.38 **
0.51 **
0.35 **
0.39 **
0.15 *
−0.34 **
0.31 **
0.31 **
0.34 **

3

–
0.18 **
0.13 *
0.25 **
0.05
0.24 **
−0.16 **
0.05
0.21 **
0.17 **

4

–
0.23 **
0.19 **
0.21 **
0.16 **
−0.43 **
0.27 **
0.30 **
0.29 **

5

–
0.30 **
0.26 **
0.34 **
−0.22 **
0.15 *
0.46 **
0.41 **

6

–
0.58 **
0.34 **
−0.16 **
0.27 **
0.44 **
0.48 **

7

–
0.38 **
−0.34 **
0.51 **
0.55 **
0.56 **

8

–
−0.18 **
0.48 **
0.68 **
0.62 **

9

–
−0.37 **
−0.39 **
−0.33 **

10

–
0.66 **
0.62 **

11

–
0.77 **

12

M

DS

–

76.28
81.12
82.26
69.28
83.71
33.94
37.13
35.15
21.19
23.52
116.64
42.88

8.95
8.62
9.66
12.12
9.96
10.69
9.14
5.21
7.47
6.71
18.17
7.94

* p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. BFQ = Big Five Questionnaire; ARCS = Academic Relational Civility Scale; PANAS PA = PANAS Positive Affects; PANAS NA = PANAS Negative affects;
SWLS = Satisfaction With Life Scale; MLM = Meaning in Life Measure; FS = Flourishing Scale.
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Hierarchical regression analyses were conducted to assess the study hypotheses. Table 2 presents
the findings of five separate hierarchical regression models, with positive affect, negative affect,
life satisfaction, meaning in life and flourishing serving as the five separate dependent variables.
Across all analyses, personality traits were entered at step one and academic relational civility was
entered at the second step.
Table 2. Hierarchical regression. The contributions of personality traits (first step) and Academic
relational civility (second step) to positive affect (PA), negative affect (NA), life satisfaction (SWLS),
meaning in life (MLM) and flourishing (FS) (N = 241).

Step 1
BFQ Extraversion
BFQ Agreeableness
BFQ Conscientiousness
BFQ Emotional stability
BFQ Openness
Step 2
ARCS Part A
ARCS Part B
R2 step 1
∆R2 step 2
R2 total

PA

NA

SWLS

MLM

FS

β

β

β

β

β

0.54 ***
0.11
0.16 **
0.09
0.21 ***

−0.05
−0.20 **
−0.14 *
−0.30 ***
−0.06

0.33 ***
0.24 **
0.01
0.14 *
0.09

0.36 ***
0.00
0.15 **
0.20 **
0.31 ***

0.34 ***
0.08
0.11 *
0.16 **
0.23 ***

0.10
0.16 **
0.44 ***
0.04 *
0.48 ***

−0.09
−0.28 ***
0.24 ***
0.05 *
0.29 ***

0.09
0.44 ***
0.22 ***
0.13 ***
0.35 ***

0.07
0.36 ***
0.40 ***
0.13 ***
0.53 ***

0.13 *
0.36 ***
0.34 ***
0.16 ***
0.50 ***

* p < 0.05. ** p < 0.01. *** p < 0.001. BFQ = Big Five Questionnaire; ARCS = Academic Relational Civility Scale;
PANAS PA = PANAS Positive Affects; PANAS NA = PANAS Negative affects; SWLS = Satisfaction With Life Scale;
MLM = Meaning in Life Measure; FS = Flourishing Scale.

For the first regression analysis explaining positive affect as a component of hedonic well-being,
personality traits accounted for 44% of the variance at step one. At the second step, academic relational
civility added 4% variance, with the overall model accounting for 48% of the variance.
For the second analysis with negative affect as the dependent variable, personality traits explained
24% of the variance at step one. For step two, academic relational civility added 5% variance, with the
overall model overall explaining 29% of the variance.
For the third analysis, personality traits accounted for 22% of the variance at step one in explaining
life satisfaction. At step two, academic relational civility added 13% variance, with the overall model
explaining 35% of the variance for life satisfaction.
For the fourth analysis with meaning in life as a component of eudaimonic well-being, personality
traits explained 40% of the variance at step one and at step two, academic relational civility added 13%
variance, with the overall model accounting for 53% of the variance for meaningful life.
For the final analysis explaining flourishing as an index of eudaimonic well-being, personality
traits explained 34% of the variance at step one. Academic relational civility added 16% to the variance
in the second step, with the overall model explaining 50% of the variance for flourishing.
5. Discussion
The aim of this study was to explore the association between academic relational civility and both
hedonic well-being (positive affect, negative affect and life satisfaction) and eudaimonic well-being
(meaning in life and flourishing) among university students, after controlling for personality traits.
In relation to sustainable development goals, an academic environment characterized by relational
civility could contribute to the third goal of good health and well-being and also to the fourth goal
concerning the quality of education and academic success by improving the quality of the relationships
in the academic context. Furthermore the enhancement of academic relational civility could potentially
promote personal relational skills, which from a primary prevention perspective could contribute to
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the construction of a culture of decency in society and at work, thereby advancing movement towards
the eighth sustainable development goal related to decent work.
The analyses supported our hypotheses regarding the relationship between academic relational
civility and indices of hedonic well-being after controlling for the contribution of personality traits.
Our results add to the existing literature [41] that has established a relationship between hedonic
well-being and relational civility among workers by documenting the association of ARC with the
activation of positive affect [19]. The finding of a negative relationship between academic relational
civility and negative affect replicates, for university students, the association found between relational
civility in the workplace and the activation of negative affect [19]. The finding that relational civility
is related to life satisfaction among university students also replicates findings for workers [41].
With regard to the contribution of ARC to both positive and negative affect, the findings (beta weights)
revealed that Part B, the perception of others’ relational civility, contributed more to the explanatory
power of the construct than Part A, the self-assessment of one’s own level of relational civility.
The contribution of academic relational civility, especially the perception of others level of ARC
to well-being among university students, appears somewhat stronger for global life satisfaction than
for the experience of positive or negative affect [22].
Our hypothesis that academic relational civility would be related to indices of eudaimonic
well-being was also supported. Similar to the findings for workers, relational civility in the academic
setting, especially the perception of others’ level of ARC, is associated with students’ level of meaning
in life and their expressed capacity to identify their authentic meaning and pursue meaningful life
goals [23]. The finding of a positive relationship between academic relational civility and flourishing
extends previous findings documenting an association between relational civility and eudaimonic
well-being among workers [41], which had not included flourishing in the assessment of eudaimonic
well-being. Among university students in this study, greater relational civility, especially in regard
to the perception of others’ ARC, was associated with eudaimonic well-being in terms of flourishing
characterized by feelings of optimism, sense of purpose and satisfying and successful relationships [24].
The finding that relational civility both in the workplace and university setting is associated with
two kinds of well-being, beyond the influence of personality traits, suggests that societal attention to
promoting relational civility is important, especially during these times of tension and rising incidents
of incivility [49].
While the contribution of Part A (students’ perceptions of their own relational civility) for
flourishing was statistically significant, it is interesting to note that students’ reports of their own
well-being across all dimensions was more strongly associated with their perceptions of others than
with their appraisal of their own relational civility. This was also observed in the findings with
workers [41]. It seems that students and workers can experience well-being, even if they do not
perceive themselves as relating in civil ways. The finding that the perception of one’s own relationship
civility is significant for flourishing makes sense, since this is the only dimension of well-being that
considers the quality of relationships. Since the overall climate of relational civility depends on the
relational behavior of all individuals; however, attention may need to be increased to foster student
and worker perspective-taking and their awareness of their impact on others.
Overall, academic relational civility demonstrated a stronger association with eudaimonic
well-being than with the positive and negative affect dimensions of hedonic well-being. Regarding
hedonic well-being, the association with life satisfaction was more robust than with positive and
negative affect, suggesting that academic relational civility, including relational readiness, relational
culture, and relational decency, fosters an assessment of one’s well-being at the level of life satisfaction,
meaning and flourishing. The realization of different aspects of academic relational civility may
support student efforts in constructing lives of meaning with a sense of purpose, perceived success in
relationships and individual flourishing.
Notwithstanding the contribution of the present study in documenting the association between
academic relational civility and both hedonic and eudaimonic well-being among university students,
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some limitations should be noted. The participants were a limited sample of Italian university students
from a university in the center of Italy and thus, the results are not generalizable to all Italian university
students. Future research should therefore include participants from varied geographical areas in
Italy as well as in other countries to verify the cross-cultural relevance of the construct. Additionally,
the measures were self-reported and were thus subject to biases of self-perception. Correlational data
does not indicate causality, so further longitudinal research is needed to assess change over time.
Furthermore, the possible moderating role or mediating role of academic relational civility in the
relationships between personality traits and both hedonic well-being and eudaimonic well-being could
be investigated in future research to better understand the potential causal mechanisms, also taking
into consideration the different weights of Part A and Part B of the scale. Further research might
also investigate the relationship between academic relational civility and other indices of eudaimonic
well-being, such as the subjective experience of eudaimonia [21] and existential fulfillment [75],
authenticity [62], as well as in relation to indices of academic success, progress in career development,
and persistence in university studies.
Given the experiences of incivility arising on college campuses related to student differences in
social class, ethnicity, race, gender, religion and immigrant status [49], it is also be important to study
the determinants of academic relational civility in relation to student demographics and the level of
diversity present at the university and across society. How to engage students, staff, and faculty in
the development of relational civility and their concern that they contribute to the level of civility
on campus is also important. Further research might also seek to identify aspects of the university
environment that contribute to the experience of academic relational civility and aspects that reward
the demonstration of academic relational civility.
Despite the limitations and the need for further research, our results advance the related body
of literature by documenting the relationship of academic relational civility, especially student
perceptions of others’ civility, with well-being overall and eudaimonic well-being, in particular. In
contrast to personality traits that are considered generally stable in research findings [32], evidence
suggests that academic relational civility can be increased through specific interventions [55]. If further
research confirms the value of this construct and intervention, universities may offer initiatives to
enhance student relational civility in efforts to enhance student well-being and to prepare them for
meeting the challenges of contemporary life and to give them lives with meaning, purpose and
relational satisfaction.
6. Conclusions
The well-being of individuals is one of the 17 sustainable development goals of the United
Nations [10] that is considered essential for promoting world sustainable development and to
ensure prosperity for all. In recognition of this agenda, building individual strengths and resources
is important from a primary prevention perspective for promoting well-being and a flourishing
society [9,11–13,17,62]. In the academic environment, positive relationships are central to student
well-being and success [42,44]. The construct of academic relational civility [55] represents a specific
and expanded conceptualization of positive relationships defined by relational readiness, relational
culture and relational decency in the academic setting. This study examined the relationship of
academic relational civility with well-being for university students, in recognition that these skills
can be developed with specific intervention strategies [55]. If the results of the present study are
confirmed in future research, academic relational civility could represent a psychological resource
that could be promoted more intentionally, is potentially sustainable, and could grow over the course
of development for the promotion of well-being among young adults and enhance their capacity to
respond effectively to the challenges of contemporary life.
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